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Theory (DRT, Kamp and Reyle 1993), to discuss well-known techniques for handling scopeambiguities, and so on. But inference is far harder to pin down. What exactly is inferencein computational semantics?Given the present state of knowledge, this is too di�cult to answer: \inference" canmean just about anything from issues of architecture design (what information is availablefor immediate lookup, versus what is to be computed on the y) to the use of probabilistictechniques. But in spite of this diversity, one topic should arguably play a key role: theuse of �rst-order logic.Theoretical considerations certainly suggest the importance of �rst-order inference.Many semantic representation formalisms can be reduced to �rst-order logic (this includesmany formalisms which at �rst glance seem to lie beyond its reach, such as those whichmake use of partiality, or modal and temporal operators), and even when a full reduction isnot possible, �rst-order logic often provides a useful approximation (a good example is thepartial reduction of higher-order logic to �rst-order logic via generalized models). In par-ticular, as we shall later see, there is a simple reduction from DRT to �rst-order logic. But�rst-order inference is not merely of theoretical interest: one of the main points we makein this paper is that it is becoming an increasingly practical option. There is now a largeand active research community devoted to exploring �rst-order inference computationally,and a wide range of sophisticated theorem provers, model builders, and other tools arenow freely available over the internet. In our view, computational semanticists should takenote of these developments; o� the shelf tools are now capable of playing a useful role indeveloping natural language systems with a non-trivial inferential component.2We devote most of this paper to explaining why such tools are relevant to one particularproblem: the computational treatment of presupposition. We are going to examine whatis arguably one of the most natural (and certainly one of the most empirically successful)approaches to presupposition, namely van der Sandt's DRT based approach (Van derSandt 1992). We show how �rst-order inference techniques can be used to give a simpleimplementation of van der Sandt's ideas, and suggest that the resulting implementationgives a natural framework for exploring and re�ning his account. We extract a generallesson from our experiment, and conclude by discussing this.Restrictions of space force us to assume a certain amount of background knowledgeon the part of the reader. In particular, we assume familiarity with the rudiments ofDRT (everything the reader needs can be found in the Kamp and Reyle textbook (Kampand Reyle 1993), or Chapters 7 and 8 of Blackburn and Bos 1998). Furthermore, whilewe sketch van der Sandt's method, we're going to focus on the inferential aspect of hiswork, thus it will be useful to have a copy of his classic article to hand; quite apart fromits other merits, it's an excellent introduction to many issues in presupposition that wecannot discuss here.2Of course, the idea of using �rst-order theorem proving techniques for NLP tasks is not new; it's asold as AI itself, and Allen (1995), for example, contains a good textbook level discussion. Nonetheless,few computational semanticists seem aware of developments in contemporary theorem proving and modelbuilding, or of their potential relevance for computational semantics. We think such tools should be astandard part of the computational semanticist's arsenal.2



2 Van der Sandt on PresuppositionVan der Sandt gives an anaphoric account of presupposition. That is, in his view pre-suppositions behave much like anaphoric pronouns|in fact the only di�erence is thatpresuppositions have more descriptive content. This simple idea has two important con-sequences. First, there is no need to give an account of presupposition `cancellation', forthere is no such phenomenon; what other accounts regard as a `cancellation' is simply acase of a presupposition being successfully resolved to an antecedent. Second, becausethey have descriptive content, presuppositions are sometimes able to `repair' the contextby creating a suitable antecedent; this process is known as accommodation.Van der Sandt expresses his theory in DRT; strictly speaking this is not necessary, butit is certainly advantageous to do so. DRSs are evolving discourse pictures; they displaythe previously established context, and grow as more information is added. Van derSandt lets presuppositions contribute a new picture (that is, a new DRS) to this evolvingrepresentation, and demands that the new picture be sensibly incorporated into the overallrepresentation. Two incorporation mechanisms are permitted. First, presuppositions canbe resolved , just like ordinary pronouns. The beautiful point about this option is thatit calls for no new apparatus: it simply makes use of familiar DRT mechanisms (suchas accessibility) for pronoun resolution. Second, presuppositions can be accommodated ;that is, they can repair the context by creating their own antecedent. Again, this �tsbeautifully with central ideas of DRT: because presuppositions are associated with DRSs,accommodation is essentially a matter of enlarging part of the picture.Let's consider two examples, one illustrating resolution, the other accommodation.First some notation. Van der Sandt represents DRSs containing presupposed informationby drawing them with dashed lines; we shall use the computationally more convenientconvention of pre�xing DRSs containing presupposed information with the symbol � (themnemonic here is that a DRS marked with an � contains anaphoric information). Weassume that presupposition triggers in the lexicon (such as the de�nite article, possessiveconstructions, and proper names) are associated with an appropriate �-DRS.For our �rst example, suppose we have already processed the sentence `A woman snorts'.That is, we have already built the following DRS:ywoman(y)snort(y)Suppose the second sentence is `The woman collapses'. According to van der Sandt, this iswhat happens. The second sentence, which contains the presupposition trigger `the', givesrise to the following DRS:�: xwoman(x)collapse(x) 3



(The best way to view this DRS is as an ordinary DRS|but an ordinary DRS marked asbeing unresolved with respect to presupposed information.) Next we merge this new DRSwith the DRS that represents the previous discourse; note that this merging process takesplace while the presuppositions are still unresolved. So after merging we obtain:ywoman(y)snort(y)�: xwoman(x)collapse(x)Only after merging do we attempt to resolve the presuppositions. We recursively travelthrough the merged DRS and, for each �-marked DRS we encounter, we try to �nd asuitable `anchor' to resolve to. That is, we try to match the content of the �-DRS withthat of superordinated DRSs. Intuitively this is a natural thing to do; after all, presupposedinformation is supposed to be contextually available.Let's see how this works. In our example, we only have one elementary presupposition:xwoman(x)Note that if we identify the discourse referents x and y there is a partial match betweenthe outermost DRS and the �-DRS. Carrying out this identi�cation yields:ywoman(y)snort(y)collapse(y)In short, we have successfully dealt with the presupposition induced by `the', by identifyingthe discourse referent it introduced with the woman-denoting discourse referent in thepreceding context.That's the basic idea, but things don't always go this smoothly. Sometimes we can't�nd the presupposed information in the preceding context, and resolution is impossible.(Maybe, we missed a bit of a conversation; and anyway, people often have di�erent viewsabout what the assumed context actually is.) To deal with such cases van der Sandt makesuse of accommodation: if we can't resolve our elementary presuppositions to a suitableelement in the context, we don't give up. Instead we simply add the required backgroundinformation.Here's an example. Consider the sentence `If Mia dates Vincent, then her husband is outof town'. Concentrating only on the trigger `her husband', we get:4



x yx=miay=vincentdate(x,y) ! �: zhusband(z,x)out-of-town(z)Assuming this is the �rst DRS we have to process (that is, that the DRS built up sofar is still empty), there is no candidate DRS for matching the presupposed informationthat Mia has a husband, which is coded by the following DRS:zhusband(z,x)In such cases we accommodate the information to the outermost DRS, and get thefollowing, �nal, DRS:x y zx=miay=vincenthusband(z,x)date(x,y) ! out-of-town(z)In broad terms, that is the way van der Sandt's approach works. But obviously moreneeds to be said: clearly both resolution and accommodation must be subject to con-straints. And indeed they are. A more precise speci�cation of van der Sandt's method isgiven by the following non-deterministic algorithm:1. Generate a DRS for the input sentence with all elementary presupposi-tions given as �-DRSs.2. Merge this DRS with the DRS of the discourse so far processed.3. Traverse the DRS, and on encountering an �-DRS A try to(a) link the presupposed information to an accessible antecedent,(b) or accommodate the information to a superordinated DRS.4. Remove those DRSs from the set of potential readings that vi-olate the acceptability constraints.5



Now, implementing the �rst three steps of this algorithm simply requires a slight mod-i�cation of the basic DRT pronoun resolution algorithm (for further details, see Chapter10, Blackburn and Bos 1998). But what of step 4? What are the acceptability constraintswe must avoid violating?One of these constraints, the free variable check, is rather uninteresting: we are notallowed to generate DRSs that contain free variables. But this is just a well-formednesscondition on the resulting DRSs; it is easy to implement and we will not bother discussingit further. However there are also a number of far more interesting, essentially semantic,acceptability constraints|some of which are fully speci�ed by van der Sandt, some ofwhich are partially speci�ed, and some of which are merely hinted at|which bring us, di-rectly and unavoidably, to non-trivial inference problems. Most of this paper is devoted todiscussing these semantic constraints and their implementation. Let's start by consideringthe two most clearcut constraints that van der Sandt imposes.First, van der Sandt demands that contributions to a discourse be consistent . Forexample, the following discourses are unacceptable:(1) Mia is a boxer. Vincent knows all boxers. Vincent doesn't know Mia.(2) Jody is married. Jody does not have a husband.Note that the inconsistency of these discourses is not a matter of pure logic; it dependson additional background information, namely that men are not women, that women arenot men, that Jody is a woman, and that married women have husbands.Second, van der Sandt demands that contributions to a discourse should be informative.That is, every contribution to the discourse should introduce new information. This rulesout the following discourses:(3) Jody is a boxer. Jody is a boxer.(4) Mia is married. She has a husband.Note that while the �rst inference is purely logical, the second inference hinges on ourknowledge that Mia is a woman, and that married woman have husbands.3Now, the consistency and informativity constraints are the simplest semantic con-straints van der Sandt places on his algorithm (we defer discussion of the more complexlocal constraints till Section 4). But simple as they are to formulate, ensuring that theyare met requires non-trivial inferential power: testing for consistency means we need away of determining whether a given DRS can be embedded in some a model, while testingfor newness means we need a way of determining whether one DRS follows from another.Moreover, we need to be able to carry out these tasks in a way that takes backgroundknowledge into account.What are we to do? One answer, of course, is to develop inference methods for the lan-guage of DRSs. Now, this is a theoretically sensible answer, and one that should certainly3The motivation for both the consistency and informativity constraints should be familiar to mostreaders. Van der Sandt attributes his version of these ideas to Stalnaker.6



be further explored.4 Nonetheless, there are no good reasons for thinking that nativeDRT approaches will automatically lead to the most e�cient implementations. There isa gap|and it is not a trivial one|between the existence of even sophisticated inferencemethods (for example, sequent calculi) and e�cient implementations. E�cient theoremproving and model building is not simply a matter of starting with (say) a sequent calculusand applying a few routine programming tricks: it requires a sophisticated analysis of suchissues as representation and proof search, and the existence of a complete proof calculusis merely the �rst step on a long and complex road. First-order inference techniques havehad the bene�t of extensive exploration by skilled researchers over a long period of time;it is hard for DRT and newer formalisms to compete with that, at least in the short term.So let's hijack this �rst-order expertise! That is, let's attempt to make use of the manysophisticated �rst-order theorem proving and model building tools that are currently avail-able by compiling inference problems involving DRSs into �rst-order inference problems.We explore this idea in the following section.3 Exploiting First-Order Inference ToolsIf we are to make use of �rst-order theorem provers and model builders, we have to dotwo things. First, we have to show how inference problems in DRT can be translated intoinference problems in �rst-order logic. Luckily, as we shall shortly see, this �rst task isessentially trivial. Second we have to be precise about what the inference problems inDRT that van der Sandt appeals to actually are. For the consistency and informativityconstraints introduced so far this is completely straightforward; but as we shall learn inthe following section, the ideas underlying what we call van der Sandt's local constraintsare not nearly so clear cut.Let's �rst see how to translate DRSs to �rst-order formulas. The present implemen-tation of DORIS makes use of the following translation, which is probably the standardone.5 Here is the clause for boxes:( x1, . . . , xn1..m )fo = 9x1 � � � 9xn((1)fo ^ � � � ^ (m)fo)4Interesting work already exists; for example (Reyle and Gabbay 1994; Monz and de Rijke 1998) discussautomated theorem proving calculi for DRT and DPL, and the latter is even implemented as a prototypesystem.5This is the translation given in Kamp and Reyle (1993). A variety of other translations are known(see, for example, the translation given in Van Eijck and De Vries 1992 and Muskens 1996) and it would beinteresting to experiment with these as well. One other piece of background information is worth knowing:it is straightforward to give a reverse translation from �rst-order logic to the language of DRSs (a verysimple one is given in Chapter 7 of Blackburn and Bos 1998). This means that the language of DRSs hasfull �rst-order strength. An immediate consequence is that the consistency and informativity constraintsare, in general, undecidable. 7



This maps the discourse referents to existentially quanti�ed variables, and recursivelytranslates the conditions. So now we must deal with the conditions. Basic conditionssimply map to themselves-viewed-as-�rst-order-atomic-formulas:(R(x1; : : : ; xn))fo = R(x1; : : : ; xn)(�1 = �2)fo = �1 = �2Moreover, complex conditions formed using : and _ are also straightforwardly handled;we simply push the translation function in over the connective, leaving the connectiveunchanged: (:B)fo = :(B)fo(B1 _Bfo2 ) = (B1)fo _ (B2)foFinally, complex conditions formed using ! are translated as follows.( x1, . . . , xn1..m ! B)fo = 8x1 � � �8xn(((1)fo ^ � � � ^ (m)fo)! (B)fo)There are two key points that need to be made about this translation. The �rst issemantic: a DRS can be satis�ed in a given model using a given assignment if and only ifits translation can be satis�ed in that same model using the same assignment. It followsthat a DRS is valid , consistent or inconsistent if and only if its �rst-order translation hasthe same property. In short, we don't lose anything of logical importance when we applythis translation. The second point is syntactic: the size of the translation is linear in thesize of the input. That is, the computational overhead involved in translation is negligible.For a simple Prolog implementation of this translation, see Chapter 7 of Blackburn andBos 1998.So we can get from DRT to �rst-order logic with ease. What are the rami�cations forvan der Sandt's consistency and informativity constraints?In fact what we've already said pretty much gives the answer: to check that a DRSis consistent, simply translate the DRS to �rst-order logic|call this formula �|andthen use �rst-order inference tools to check whether � is consistent. Actually, this is anoversimpli�cation: recall that we also want to take background knowledge into account. Solet's assume that we have at our disposal a �rst-order knowledge base which contains therelevant background information; let KB be the conjunction of all the formulas it contains.Our consistency check needs to be performed relative to this background knowledge, whichmeans we should use �rst-order tools to check whether KB ^ � is consistent.So how do we test for informativity? Well, if the new DRS follows from the DRSrepresenting the previous discourse, together with the information stored in the knowledgebase, then the new DRS does not encode new information. Let 	 be the �rst-order formula(KB ^ OLD) ! NEW, where OLD is the translation of the old DRS and NEW is the8



translation of the new DRS. Then the new utterance is informative if and only if 	 is notvalid. So, van der Sandt's informativity test on DRSs simply boils down to the followingtask: use �rst-order inference tools to check whether 	 is valid.Summing up, we can compute van der Sandt's consistency and informativity con-straints via our translation if there are practical tools for establishing the consistency andvalidity of �rst-order formulas. Of course, the �rst-order consistency and validity problemsare undecidable, so there is no method guaranteed to work on all input|but are theremethods which can be expected to work well in practice on the type of formulas typicallinguistic examples yield? Our experience suggests that the answer is yes . Sophisticatedtheorem provers handle such input well (moreover, unsophisticated theorem provers han-dle it very badly) and it seems that the use of recent model building techniques can furtherenhance performance. Let's go into this a little deeper.A (complete) �rst-order theorem prover is a tool that, given a valid �rst-order formulaas input, will eventually (given enough memory and time) be able to determine that theformula really is valid; it does this by attempting to prove the formula using some proofcalculus, typically resolution or tableaux. If a theorem prover proves a formula this isunequivocal evidence that the formula is valid. (On the other hand, if the theorem proverdoes not succeed in proving a formula after some �nite time, this is does not mean thatthe formula is invalid; it may mean that not enough e�ort has been devoted to �ndinga proof.) Thus a theorem prover o�ers an important positive handle on validity; if itsays a formula is valid it is correct. Moreover, it also o�ers a useful negative handle onconsistency, for a formula is consistent if and only if its negation is valid. Thus if a theoremprover successfully proves :�, this is unequivocal evidence that � is not consistent.6However perhaps the most important fact about current theorem provers is the varietythat are available and the speed many of them o�er. Now, it is hard to say anything generalabout what is likely to constitute a good choice of theorem prover for natural language(beyond the fact that in general natural language applications will require theorem proversthat handle equality, a stumbling block for many tableaux based systems). Indeed, weshall argue below that the best idea is not to choose at all; a better idea is to farm outthe inference task to many di�erent theorem provers (and model builders) simultaneously.So for now we'll merely mention that the present version of DORIS makes use of Hans deNivelle's BLIKSEM, a prover optimized for dealing with the guarded fragment of �rst-orderlogic (Andr�eka, N�emeti, and Van Benthem 1998). An interesting feature of BLIKSEM isthat it is a complete �rst-order theorem prover that actually decides the guarded fragment(De Nivelle 1998). In addition, it o�ers impressive performance on natural languageexamples. For technical details, including comparison with other theorem provers onthis task, see Blackburn, Bos, Kohlhase, and de Nivelle 1998.But theorem proving is not enough; model building is essential too. A model builder6Actually, some theorem provers o�er more than this choice between \Yes, valid!" and \I don't know!";some can o�er conclusive proof of invalidity for some input. For example, some theorem provers blendtheorem proving and model building techniques. If such a system says that that a formula is not valid,this means it has de�nitive evidence of invalidity: it has constructed a countermodel. Moreover, sometheorem provers | and the BLIKSEM theorem prover discussed below is one of them | are capable ofdetermining that special kinds of input formulas are invalid.9



is a tool that, given a �rst-order formula, attempts to build a model for that formula; if itsucceeds, it thereby show that the input formula is consistent. Thus, whereas a theoremprover gives us a direct positive handle on validity, a model builder o�ers us a partialpositive handle on satis�ability.7Now this is an important and useful capability. For example, suppose we are usinga theorem prover to test � for consistency (that is, we instruct it to try and prove :�).Now, if the theorem prover succeeds, we know that � is not consistent, and nothing moreneeds to be said. But what if the theorem prover returns with the message \I can't provethis"? This doesn't mean that � is consistent, it merely means that the theorem prover hasused up some predetermined quota of resources. Model building o�ers a partial solutionto this problem: as well as calling the theorem prover with input :�, simultaneously callthe model builder with input �. In practice, this should successfully deal with many ofthe formulas the theorem prover can't handle, as is shown in Table 1. Here the top rowlists possible responses from the theorem prover to :�, while the left hand column listspossible responses of the model builder to �.Table 1: Consistency checking for theorem provers and model builders� n :� valid ? invalidsatis�able { consistent consistent? inconsistent ? consistentnot satis�able inconsistent inconsistent {As yet, model building has not been incorporated in in DORIS. This is because, untilrecently, most model builders haven't been able to handle equality, and this is a liabil-ity for natural language applications. However model builders have recently appearedwhich handle �rst-order logic with equality and constant symbols, but without functionsymbols|exactly the kinds of formulas produced by the above translation to �rst-orderlogic; see Bry and Torge 1997; Bry and Torge 1998. Model building will play an increas-ingly important role in future versions of DORIS.The current plan for DORIS is to generalize the idea of simultaneous use as far aspossible. Don't bother trying to decide which is the best theorem prover for a problem,or whether a problem is best handled using theorem proving or model building|simplycall on all available tools.8 That is, we want to interface DORIS to a piece of middlewarewhich will farm out the inference task to a wide range of theorem provers and model7Be warned, while important, the grip on satis�ability o�ered by model builders is necessarily partial:the set of satis�able �rst-order formulas is not recursively enumerable.8This well-known technique is called competitive parallelism in automated theorem proving, and hasbeen shown to provide super-linear speedups. That is, on average, n competing automated theorem provers�nd a proof of a given theorem in less than 1=nth of the average proof time. In fact, the winner of the annualCADE automated theorem proving competition (Sutcli�e and Suttner 1997) is the Gandalf system thattime-slices several theorem proving strategies in one system, imitating competitive parallelism.10



builders over the internet. In e�ect, DORIS will start a race, and wait for the winner toreport back.4 The Local ConstraintsThe main message of the previous section is straightforward: there is a simple bridgebetween DRT and �rst-order logic, and once we are we have converted a DRS inferenceproblem to a �rst-order inference problem we can use theorem proving and/or modelbuilding to resolve it. But now we encounter a di�culty. Van der Sandt imposes furtherconstraints which we will call local constraints. Unfortunately, it is unclear from hisdescription what the relevant DRS inference problem actually is, and until this is resolvedwe cannot reduce these constraints to �rst-order logic.Roughly speaking, van der Sandt's locality constraints are as follows: superordinatedDRSs should neither imply a subordinated DRS (we will term this local informativity), nora negated subordinated DRS (this we call local consistency). The most important e�ectof the locality constraints is that they �lter out certain (mostly global or intermediate)accommodation possibilities. To illustrate this, note that the following example does notpresuppose that Mia has a husband (in this example, and in the ones that follow, therelevant presupposition trigger is underlined).(5) If Mia is married, then her husband is out of town.The local informativity constraints prevent global accommodation of the fact that Miahas a husband, because this information follows from the antecedent DRS.9Van der Sandt does not precisely de�ne the local principles; all he says about them isthe following (slightly reformulated):The resolved DRS does not give rise to a structure in which (the negation of)some subordinate DRS is entailed by the DRSs which are superordinated toit. (Van der Sandt 1992, p. 367)The problem lies in the interpretation of \the DRSs which are superordinated to it".To take a concrete example, let's say we have a DRS B0 containing a conditional formedout of the DRSs B1 and B2:B0: B1 ! B2In order to check the condition above, we �rst need to determine pairs that consist of aset of superordinated DRSs and a subordinated DRS. In the example above, there are9This is nice, but in our view van der Sandt's local informativity constraints are too strong. Forexample, they rule out discourses such as `Vincent eats a cheese-burger. If he eats a cheese-burger, he enjoysit.' and `Vincent eats a burger. Every burger goes with a �ve dollar shake.' Incidentally, in DORIS localinformativity is implemented as a \soft" constraint.11



two such pairs: hfB0g,B1i, and hfB0,B1g,B2i. The second assumption we have to make isthat \entailed by the DRSs" means entailed by the merge of all these DRSs.10 What thisyields (using ) for entailment) is:B1 ! B2 ) B1for the pair hfB0g,B1i, andB1 � B1 ! B2 ) B2for the instance hfB0,B1g,B2i (here � denotes merge of DRSs). The problem lies withthe second entailment. Translating it into �rst-order logic, assuming that the respectivetranslations for B0, B1, and B2 are p, q, and, r, yields q ^ p) r, and as p equals p! q, weend up with q ^ (q! r)) r which is a theorem. That means that the local informativityconstraint is useless as it rules out any DRS with an implicational condition.These problems are just a tip of the iceberg, but instead of further discussing thedi�culties, let us turn straightaway to our positive proposal. We suggest this: rede�neVan der Sandt's local constraints as follows.Local InformativityLet B be a DRS containing a subordinated DRS Bi, and B1,...,Bn be sub-ordinated DRSs contained in B which subordinate Bi. Then Bi is locallyinformative i� the DRS B� � B1 �...� Bn does not entail Bi, where B� is Bminus the conditions that contain B1,...,Bn,Bi.Local ConsistencyLet B be a DRS containing a subordinated DRS Bi, and B1,...,Bn be subordi-nated DRSs contained in B which subordinate Bi. Then Bi is locally consistenti� the DRS B� � B1 �...� Bn does not entail : Bi, where B� is B minus theconditions that contain B1,...,Bn,Bi.The crucial change is that we have removed the conditions that contains the subordi-nated DRS. This enables us to avoid the problems noted above.In our view, these conditions capture van der Sandt's intentions. Certainly their em-pirical predictions (as checked by DORIS), seem to coincide with Van der Sandt's expecta-tions. Note that it is immediate which �rst-order problems these acceptability constraintscorrespond to: we merely form the required merges, translate, and determine whetherthe required entailments hold or not. Furthermore, note that computing these constraintsplaces a heavy burden on the inference component: every sub-DRS gives rise to two calls10This is the only interpretation that makes sense from a logical point of view. If it meant that eachof the superordinated DRSs entailed the subordinated DRS, problems with free variables would appearimmediately. 12



to the theorem prover and/or model builder. Indeed this is precisely why we �nd van derSandt's algorithm such an interesting testbed for inference in computational semantics: itmakes incessant non-trivial demands of any proposed inference mechanism.Summing up, now have what we believe is a faithful implementation of van der Sandt'salgorithm. In fact, this implementation transformed our views of the importance of �rst-order inference techniques for natural language processing. Prior to this, we tended toview such techniques as interesting, useful as teaching material, but ultimately as of ques-tionable relevance. This view was swept away the �rst time we hooked up a theorem proverand saw how well it coped with van der Sandt's ideas. For a start, it was pleasant to beable to calculate van der Sandt's predictions instead of laboriously working them out byhand. More signi�cantly, it swiftly became apparent that we now had a \presuppositionlaboratory" on our hands: we could explore van der Sandt's ideas to our hearts content,extending, re�ning, and just plain experimenting, with ease. For example, van der Sandteetingly mentions that linking an �-DRS A to a superordinated DRS B is allowed \suchthat the conditions of B are compatible with the conditions of A" (Van der Sandt 1992,p. 358), under a substitution that maps the discourse referents from A to B. In e�ect,he wants to allows (semantically justi�ed) partial matches between the antecedent DRSand the DRS with the presupposed information. This idea can be implemented in our\presupposition laboratory", yielding a mechanism for coping with with direct bridges.5 Concluding RemarksWe have argued that state-of-the-art theorem provers and model builders are of directrelevance to computational semantics. Our discussion has been, at best, preliminary:many di�cult issues have not been addressed. Perhaps the most signi�cant omission isany discussion of how well these methods will scale up (or, more accurately, what is lackingis discussion of what to do when these methods fail to scale up, for fail they certainly willwith large enough discourses and knowledge bases). But in spite of this limitation, webelieve that there is at least one application in which such methods have a good chanceof playing an important role in the near future: the development of computational toolsfor exploring formal semantics. To close the paper, we'd like to explain why.Richard Montague's work is arguably the most signi�cant contribution to formal se-mantics since the pioneering work of Frege. Prior to Montague, formal semantics wasbased on analogies between natural and formal languages; Montague swept analogy asideand replaced it with the use of precisely speci�ed translation algorithms. In our view,there are clear signs that the study of semantics is on the brink of taking a further stepforward. This step (which we view as the natural ful�llment of Montague's vision) couldbe described as moving from Montague's method of fragments to what we like to call theMethod of Architectures .Over the next few years, progress in semantics is likely to depend on integrating theinsights from diverse areas of inquiry. To put it another way, synthesis, not further analysis,is likely to be the key to signi�cant progress. But with every passing day it seems clearerthat the widespread availability of massive computing power and the internet will make13
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